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About This Game

Pilot your agile but fragile Lander, the Deep Insertion Landing Device: Zero, through a series of increasingly ridiculous physics-
based challenges.

Bloody well everything is out to get you.

Dodge stupid machinery

Evade hostile firepower

Learn to hate Isaac Newton all over again

Just getting around corners is a start

Beat the clock, maybe

Don't rage-quit

Finish stages and collect experience cubes to unlock new challenges. Upgrade your lander to be more agile, or enable advanced
control modes allowing you to find that perfect racing line. It's tricky at first, but you'll get it. And when you feel like you're
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finally nailing it, when your lander becomes an extension of your body and your feel one with the machine... well then you can
enter Dark Mode.

Don't worry, you get a torch.

Thrunt XL is a challenging single-player time-attack racing game. It draws on classics like Thrust, Oids and Grav 2, but strips
away the stodgy combat, placing the emphasis on speed and precision. And crashing into walls. Lots of crashing. Into lots of

walls.

Features

Your Lander is controlled by rotation and thrust - if you've played Thrust or Asteroids you'll feel right at home. But this is
Thrust for a new generation. A generation of angry foul-mouthed Thrunters.

The prototype Lander is unarmed and unarmoured. Touch anything and it will explode. Levels start simple, but soon pit you
against a host of environmental hazards and military installations. Dodge falling rocks, garbage mashers, turbine blades and

more. Outwit gun turrets, laser traps and gravity field generators.

Speed and agility are your only weapons. As you progress through the 20 levels you'll unlock manoeuvres that make your Lander
even more agile, such as instant flips to reverse direction in a hurry, or cruise mode to boost your top speed on the straights.

Get to grips with the ship's physics model. Use the realistic drag to brake late into corners, and ground effects to allow advanced
wallriding tricks. Learn to use gravity and inertia as tools to find racing lines, hit the target times, and hit the heights of the

leaderboards.

Thrunt customer testimonials

"Ten minutes, five ragequits. 5/5, will ragequit again." djfurbal.
"You... b*astard" Dino Dini.
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